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The Genetic Code. The Molecular Basis for
Genetic Expression. By Carl R. Woese. Modern
Perspectives in Biology. (Pp. viii + 200; illustrated+
tables.) New York, Evanston, London: Harper &
Row. 1967.

The Genetic Code. Cold Spring Harbor Sym-
posia on Quantitative Biology, Vol. 31. (Pp.
xxii+762; illustrated+tables. $15.00.) New York:
Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory of Quantitative
Biology. 1967.

The Genetic Code by Dr. Woese is an important book
meriting close study by students and workers in genetics
and molecular biology. We are nowadays all too familiar
with the concept of genetic coding. This, and terms
such as DNA, m-RNA, t-RNA, are thrust at us from the
television screen, in the popular press, and in scientific
reviews at various levels of popularity; no book on
genetics would now be thought complete without its
chapter on The Code. In the midst of all this pre-
digested pabulum it is refreshing-even startling-to
find a serious textbook on the subject.

This book is meant for the student of biology, using
the term in its widest sense. Some previous knowledge
of the subject is helpful but the reader is never confused,
left feeling it is all too difficult, or palmed off with an
oversimplification. It is salutary to be reminded that
the various nucleic acids are not mere collections of
initials but have chemical structures that can be formu-
lated like those of other organic substances, and that this
structure can and must be related, in physico-chemical
terms, to the specificity for a particular amino acid or
amino acid sequence.
The text is clear and stimulating. The main part

deals with problems of decoding, translation, and trans-
cription, attempts to solve them, and critical evaluation
of the results obtained; an early chapter on the history
and the final chapter on the evolution of the genetic
code are particularly thought provoking. Each chapter
has a short bibliography including references up to 1967.
The book is up to date in every respect; to one who
cannot find time to keep up with the spearhead papers of
the leaders in this field yet finds the review articles
insipid and overfamiliar, this book is a godsend.
The Symposium on the Genetic Code conforms to the

very high standard set by previous volumes in this
series. The meeting was held in June 1966, and the
350 participants included the best workers in the
discipline. The 88 papers cover such topics as direc-
tion of reading, punctuation, nonsense codons, control of
gene expression, infidelity of information transfer, and
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the origins of the code. One-third of the volume is de-
voted to the properties and functions of transfer RNA, a
recognition of the key role played by tRNA in gene
expression. Our knowledge of the structure of tRNA
is advancing rapidly, and several papers give complete or
nearly complete nucleotide sequences for the tRNAs
corresponding to different amino acids. It was only
recently discovered that tRNA contains uncommon
nucleotides such as thio-uridine and methylated bases on
which depends the specificity of the tRNA, i.e. the accu-
racy with which the code is translated.
The volume has an excellent index.

L. I. WOOLF

The Biology of Human Adaptability. Edited by
Paul T. Baker and J. S. Weiner. (Pp. viii + 541;
illustrated+ tables. 105s.) Oxford: Clarendon Press.
1966.

This book represents the proceedings of a symposium
held in Burg-Wartenstein in 1964, and organized by the
International Biological Programme and the Wenner-
Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research. As
Sir Lindor Brown says in his Introduction, the book is a
review of present knowledge in the general field of
human adaptability. A wide range of topics is covered
by the 18 papers in the volume. Studies of growth and
physique, of adaptation to extremes of heat, cold, and
other physical factors, and of nutritional, anthropo-
logical, and genetic characteristics of many of the world's
populations are described in broad outline. Contribu-
tors have also defined the most important problems
requiring early study in their respective fields, and have
suggested programmes for this work. It would be
optimistic to believe that all their proposals could be
implemented in the forseeable future, but for those
who are interested in work in any of the numerous
disciplines covered, the book will be invaluable as a
source of ideas as well as for reference purposes.
The two most striking general points to emerge are,

first, the enormous volume of useful investigation still to
be undertaken, and secondly, because of the basic and
rapid changes now taking place in many of the world's
more primitive populations, the limited time for doing
much of this work.
Though most topics are discussed very generally,

enough detail is given in many sections to highlight
methodological points that need attention in studies ofthis
kind. Sampling is the most obvious example. Though
this problem is inevitably more difficult to cope with in
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primitive groups, it is, unfortunately, no less important
than among, for example, industrial populations in more
developed areas. Modern methods of statistical analysis
will make short work of studies based on comparisons
between a dozen co-operative natives and two or three
interested European investigators. The book shows that
prospects for fruitful research in many areas of human
biology are almost unlimited, but that the realization of
this potential will depend as much on good basic study
design as on work in the discipline itself.

T. W. MEADE

Familial Interrelatedness in a Swedish Rural
Population. Supplementum ad 'Acta Genetica et
Statistica Medica', Vol. 17. By Erik Essen-Moller.
(Pp. vi+77; 1 figure+41 tables. sFr./DM 19.)
Basel, New York: S. Karger. 1967.

Consanguinity can be considered from two points of
view: parental and general, the latter being the relation-
ship which exists between any two individuals in a popu-
lation irrespective of whether or not they are spouses.
This study was concerned with determining the total
general consanguinity prevailing in a given population on
one particular day (July 1, 1947). It appeais to be the
only extensive study of its kind.

The area selected for investigation is mainly agri-
cultural and situated in South Sweden. It is not a
geographical isolate and from a demographic point of
view it is no different from the surrounding rural areas.
It comprises about 11,250 acres and has a population of
2550. The ancestry of every inhabitant of the area was
determined up to and including great-grandparents.
Over 90% of the relatives were located. The degrees of
relationship included in the study extended to second
cousins.
The coefficient of inbreeding (F) based on the fre-

quency of first cousin marriages was estimated to be
0-0007 and the coefficient of relationship (R) was also
estimated to be 0 0007 for first cousins but 0-0013 for all
types of consanguineous matings. It would have been
expected that R for first cousin marriages should have
been 0-0014 and the cause of the discrepancy between the
observed and expected values is discussed at some length.
Evidence is presented which shows that the degree of
relationship is a function of isolation by distance, as was
first suggested by Sewall Wright.

It is impossible to summarize and do justice to all the
other findings in this detailed study. Clearly it would be
most interesting to carry out similar studies in other
countries and compare the findings with those in South
Sweden. This report merits careful study by anyone
interested in demography.

ALAN E. H. EMERY
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